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PickleNet Assembly Instructions
1. Assemble the base frame first, working from one side to the other and fitting sections together as
shown.
a. Connect one of the sections marked #2 with one of the end bases #1.
b. Insert section #3 into the other end of part #2.
c. Continue with 2 of the sections marked #7.
d. Slide the center support base #8 over the 2nd Section #7.
f. Continue with the 3rd and 4th sections #7, then #6, the other section #2 and finally the
other end base #1.
2. Insert one vertical end post #4 into one of the end bases #1.
3. Position the net so that the center strap faces the ring in the support base (see photo).
4. Slip a net sleeve over the vertical end post. Insert the other end post into the other net sleeve.
5. Extend the net with the post to the other end of the assembly. Carefully insert the end post into
the end base using just enough pressure to insert the post into the end base.
6. Fasten the center strap as shown in the photo below.
7. Position the net sleeve and adjusting strap about ½ inch below the bottom of the black cap of
the end post at each end as shown in the photo. That will make the net 36 inches at the sideline.
8. Use the Velcro straps to further stretch the headband just enough to eliminate sagging.
Note: The easy way to repeatedly assemble and disassemble the Pickleball net is to leave
the net over the end posts and simply roll the net up into the carry case.
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Parts:
2 Ea -- End bases labeled #1
2 Ea -- Support beams #2
4 Ea -- Support beams #7
1 Ea -- Center support base #8
2 Ea -- End post #4, height 36 inches
1 Ea -- Support beams #6
1 Ea -- Support beams #3
1 Ea -- Net
1 Ea -- Fiberglass net support rod
1 Ea -- Carry Bag

